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Our Storybook albums are the ultimate in
contemporary wedding albums.
It is almost impossible to describe in words the
unique presentation and visual impact of these
albums - they must be seen.
From breathtaking panoramas to individual pages
with multiple image sequences, soft blended
backgrounds and pastel fades, these albums have
re-defined how wedding photography can look

In addition to the album cover, there are also other
ways in which you can personalise your album
design.
Your album can designed in either a
vertical ( portrait ) format, or a horizontal
( landscape ) format, and the pages inside the album
can have either a lustre or high gloss finish.
Individual page designs can also be coordinated to
compliment the cover, again with either a
contemporary emphasis or with the softer more
romantic feel.

All our albums are hand made using premium
materials, and this together with a selection of
innovative and eye catching designs, gives all of our
albums a complete ‘wow’ appeal.
Some album covers have a distinctly romantic feel,
while others offer a more clean and contemporary
look plus if you are looking for your album to be
even more exclusive we can even offer albums bound
in organic Swedish leather or decorated with genuine
Swarovski crystals !
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Coverage for all Storybook Collections include two
photographers at your wedding ensuring that all the
significant events of your wedding are covered with
both formal and candid style photography.
The coverage would normally start with the bridal
preparations at the brides home or venue, carrying on
through the ceremony and then moving onto the
reception where the groups and formal shots are
normally taken. We would then photograph Bride and
Groom with the cake and continue the coverage right
up until the first dance.

Your album can contain any mixture of colour or
black and white photos, and we will also
include some part colour / part black and white
photographs if required.
All Storybook albums, regardless of page size,
can contain up to 80 pages of photographs
( 40 leaves )
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If you feel that your wedding does not quite justify
the attendance of 2 photographers, we are prepared
to offer the same collections and specifications of
albums but with only 1 photographer covering the
wedding at £200 off the prices shown

There are 3 Storybook album sizes :
Paris Collection 10 x 8 ( 25cm x 20 cm )
£1250
California Collection A4 size ( 30cm x 21cm )
£1400
Manhattan Collection 14 x 10 ( 35cm x 25cm )
£1600

Our prices are totally all inclusive with
No Hidden Costs
Prices include :
The album
VAT
Both photographers time at your wedding
Full editing of all your photographs
Either a preview album or a CD containing all your
photographs

We now also have an amazing, lowcost,
Storybook Collection.
An A4 sized album in either portrait or landscape
format containing unlimited photographs in a
20 page album and a photo album cover.
One photographer with coverage from the bridal
preparations up to the end of the speeches.
All this for only £750
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